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VF's council, Slack odds on campus security
by Floyd Kezele

In an attempt to acquaint the students of Notre Dame with the problems of Campus Security, President Agnew last night at the LaFortune Student Center before fifty students. Vice-President for Public Relations James Frick announced that security consultant Paul Powell's report had been accepted, although the university has no further plans for continuing his employment. According to Frick, this is due in part to the following steps which the university has initiated: a study of the security of the different univer-
sity's responsibilities to the community in which it lives and functions has successfully articulated the necessity for a revitalization of the university's mission and hence structure. The price for such a second sight, however, was the danger faced by those who fell threatened. Berkeley's moments of glorious Un-

Prof. Houck, Father Whelan and Mr. Frick at Security Forum

400 expected at Soph parent's weekend
Sophomore Parent Weekend will be held at Saint Mary's this weekend. It will bring parents of some 200 students to the cam-
pus.

The schedule provides for registration at 3:00 p.m. on Friday, February 27, to be fol-

lowed by a sophomore skit, written by Diane Shahade and entitled "I Hope I Meet a Fresh-
man Football Player," which will be held in O'Laughlin Auditorium from 9 to 10 p.m. The skit is open to the public and there is no ad-
mission charge. Early arrivals are also invited to visit residence halls, on Friday.

On Saturday, the College residence halls will be open and campus tours will be organized throughout the day. A panel discussion entitled "Saint Mary's - Present and Future" will be held in O'Laughlin Auditorium from 1 to 2:30 p.m. followed by the Presidential Tea at 3:00 p.m. A cocktail hour and dinner will be held in the College dining hall and will be followed by a dance in Regina Hall from 9 to 1:00 a.m. On Sunday, Reverend Ray-

mond Runde will celebrate Mass in O'Laughlin Auditorium. A breakfast will be held in the Col-
lege dining hall following Mass. Sophomore Anne Jones is serv-

ing as General Chairman of the Parent Weekend. The President of this year's sophomore class at Saint Mary's is Suzie Way.

The theme of the Parent Weekend is "Dynamic, Little Girls" and is com-
memorated in an attractive pink and crayon brochure which was produced by the Parent Weekend Committee.

A panel has been working on Parent Weekend since last fall when they formed one of the year's sophomore Parent Week-
end committee Cathie Gallagher.

Committee chairs for this weekend include: Connie Blanchard, Daisy Duckworth, Kathy Egelto, Priscilla Lourie, Rosie Rogers, Pinky Schoen, Sue Shattuck, Ann Stoy, Kayly Sylvester, and Anne Marie Tracey.

Senators pass ombudsman bill
by Shawn Hill

The first order of business at last night's Student Senate meeting was an Executive report by Student Body President Phil McKenna on this year's election rules and procedures. The rules governing this year's Presidential election are various.

The second order of business was a candidate McKenna reported a student must present a petition for a can-
didacy that has been signed by 100 students. These petitions may be obtained starting Sunday, March 1, at 7 p.m. at the Student Government Office. The signed petitions must be returned to the Student Govern-
ment Office by 5 p.m. Tuesday, March 3.

Campaigning officially begins 6 p.m. Tuesday, March 5 and will end 2 a.m. March 11. Campaign expenditures must not exceed $300 with an extra $45 allowed for mailing costs (for example, to reach off-campus students).

Election day will be March 11, with voting taking place in the halls. Off-campus students may vote on the 11th from 9 a.m. to 9:00 p.m. at the Off-

Above, students from Latin club "campus security. Reinward placed the blame for the "lack of action in this area" on the multitude of committees in which he considered ineffi-
cient and unqualified studying the problem. He further stated that of these six groups, the

Peill talks on Racism
by Mike Mooney

Charging that the real trouble with Christianity today is that it hasn't been Christian, Fr. Daniel Peill addressed a light audience last night in the Library Auditorium on "Racism in the Church." Fr. Peill's speech was part of a continuing series of lectures sponsored by the History Depar-
tment on racism in the United States.

ANTI-BLACK UNDERTONES
Fr. Peil, pastor of St. Augusti-

tine's Church in South Bend, opened his address with a criti-
cism of what he called the "insensitivity" of some modern scriptural translators. Such transla-
tors, according to Peil, were guilty of "blithely ignoring" what he considered "anti-black undertones" in their translations of servants as "slaves," government fees as "poll taxes" and tribes or relatives as "clans."

The past symbolizes the continuing association of black with sin, death and immorality in the Christian mind, the pastor believed, the best associated with holiness, eternal life and salvation.

"The Church has been guilty of seeing itself strictly as white," Peil stated.

CHosen PEOPLE
To support his contention that the Church had a racist outlook, Fr. Peil reviewed Church history, emphasizing what he considered racist belief in its missionary activities. Peil argued that bolstered by a "chosen people concept" toward their Christian, missionaries were too often paternalistic toward the natives of the coun-

try, high-handedly trying to bring "culture to a nation who had it hundreds of years before them."

"PIE-IN-THE-SKY"
Moreover, Peil contended, the Church too often failed to live up to its own "pie-in-the-sky" morality that discouraged action against any of the squallor of their condition or in the historic and long-suffering in the hope of an eternal salvation.

Peil also argued that his-
torically the efforts of Christian-
nity were often hindered by the continued on page 2

Universities becoming schizophrenic
by Steve Tapcoss

The third of six installments in The Observer in which members of the Faculty for Presidents' Committee answer the fundamental question of why should any change be made in the existing system of higher education to change the people now in power, ed-

With the rise the last few years in American universities and cultural and community self-consciousness, there has been a simultaneous sense of schiz-

ophrenia. Splits between ideals and realities, between orientation and res-

ponsibilities, between students and ad-
mistrations and sources of ad-

mission have tended to polarize, often super-

cialify, all those involved in the uni-

versity. The students, for instance, having recognized the univer-
sity's responsibilities to the communi-
ye too often neglected the responsi-

bility to supervise their own elections. Each sophomore class has the responsibility to super-

vise the election of the incoming freshmen class." This measure passed by consent.

Senators passed ombudsman bill
continued on page 2

result of their own indecision or inap-

propriate in a mood pool. The fact is that universities are split between their external functions and their internal necessities. They are often in conflict with each other in the need for administrators to try to reconcile both functions without compromising either view. As an American university and legendary center for free thought, Notre Dame does have responsibilities to South Bend. But the power potential of the 30-so me committees on which Fr. Edmund H. Ehrlich, O. F. M., used to serve (disent of patriotism); and most im-
portant, to her students. In or-

demand for those responsibilities.

continued on page 2
Peil calls Church racist

continued from page 1

nationalistic ties of the mission­
aries. He said that a friend once
cynically suggested that the mis­
ionaries were used to “soften­up” the natives before the inva­
sion of foreign troops.

HORIZONTAL
CHRISTIANITY

“Only recently,” asserted Peil,
“has the Church worked to de­
velop a native clergy.” The pastor suggested that to­
day the Christian must have an
idea of “horizontal and vertical
Christianity.” Instead of viewing
one’s relationship with God as a
straight line, Peil referred to
view the relationship as a tri­
angle, with the interaction be­
between men as the base.

“The ordinary way to get to
God is out through other peo­
ples,” said the speaker.

In suggesting future action for
the Church, Fr. Peil emphasized
the need for “attitudinal
change,” and the importance of
Church involvement in the af­
fairs of the communities in
which they exist.

Fr. Peil asked those who were
working for reforms to stay
within the Church “to help
make the Church become what
you criticize it for not being.”

HYPOCRISY
AND
RACISM

He urged his audience to see
the hypocrisy and racism that
exists on the established struc­
tures today and to condemn all
forms of violence, “violence
against the spirit as well as pro­
perty.”

“Christianity can work by
making it work,” said Peil.

Reihle calls for student-security
cooperation in open forum

continued from page 1

point of agreement between the
S.L.C. and the “District of the
Peace Corps will appear at a
Saturday morning session to re­
port on actions of the agency
in “Meeting the Needs of a
World in Turmoil.” They include
Robert White, Latin America;
Walter Carrington, Africa; Bill
Dyal, North Africa, Near East
and South Asia, and Joseph
Kennedy, East Asia-Pacific.

See at the first confer­
ence on the Notre Dame campus
last April, established to grapple
with problems of universities, mani­
fests in North America.

Senior fellow poll tie

The election committee
decided not to make an exec­
utive decision, but rather to hold
a second election on Monday.
That election will list Arthur
Goldberg, Alford Lowenstein,
and Leonard Bernstein* Kelly
said.

The award, *which is given out
annually, was until a few years
ago termed the “Patriot of the
Year Award.” However last year
the nature of the award changed,
and it was renamed the “Senior
Fellow Award.” The last person
to receive the “Patriot of the
Year” award was Secretary
William Westmoreland. Last
year’s recipient was Senator
Eugene McCarthy.

Kelly said that the polling
would be held in the same place
it was for the first election, and
that it would be held during the
dinner hour.

The Observer is published daily
during the college semester except
Saturdays by the University of Notre Dame and St.
Mary’s College. General offices are located at 
Box 252, Notre Dame, Ind. 46556. Second class postage paid at Notre Dame, Ind. 46556.

* During the college semester except Saturdays.
such courses as microbiology, genetic engineering, and environmental science.

The establishment of a partial medical school in the South Bend area would come as an outgrowth of a recommendation of a commission established by Indiana's Governor Edgar Whitcomb to find solutions to the pressing need existing in the state for medical training facilities. Other sites being considered for similar programs are Fort Wayne, Gary, Muncie, Terre Haute, Evansville, and West Lafayette.

The program as proposed would initially have about six students from the Indianapolis campus sent to each of the seven branches for the first two years of their medical training to take such courses as microbiology, genetics, and environmental science.

In addition to their courses at the resident universities the students would also spend time in the local hospitals. Eventually each school would be expected to accommodate up to twenty students.

In their third year the candidates would return to Indianapolis before finishing their education in the branch areas. Despite the fact that medical training was received in the auxiliaries, the students would nevertheless be designated as graduates of the University of Indiana School of Medicine.

In commenting on the proposed program, Dean Waldman stated that some sort of action is necessary. Currently IU of Indianapolis, the side medical school in the state, is teaching two hundred and twenty-five students, one of the largest enrollments in the nation. Waldman contended that with the present facilities the expansion is necessary if adequate training is to be main-ained.

Academic Affairs Vice President Father John Walsh has formed a committee, headed by Doctor Morris Pollard to look into the matter. Their findings are expected to be available in about two months' time, Waldman said.

Citing the enormous costs associated with the running of a medical school, Dean Waldman contended that whatever future course is taken will be taken in conjunction with the state. The recent separation of medical school from university at Marquette and St. Louis are growing proof of the fact that the university itself cannot support such a vast complex, Waldman said.

**Notre Dame Knights of Columbus Presents**

**MURDERER'S ROW**

with DEAN MARTIN

ANN-MARGRET

LODY KRAVETZ

PLUS

**SPEEDY GONZALES DAFFY DUCK ROAD RUNNER**

Sat., Feb. 28 at 1:30, 4:00, 6:30, 9:00, 11:30

Sun., March 1 at 2:00 a.m., 3 & 8 p.m.

**STEPHEN CENTER DANCE SPECTACULAR**

FEATURING

**THE JAGGERS**

"THE RAPPER"

PLUS

**THE ONE-EYED JACKS**

BRAND X

**Friday** - Feb. 27, 1970

8:30 to 12:00 p.m.  Adm. $2.50
Letters to the Editor

Classes on War

Editor: The Moratorium Committee complains that students at Notre Dame seem unconcerned, unaware, or ignorant of national issues, such as the Vietnam War. The usual complaint is that the typical student cares more about grades and the next class than about the war. If that is true, then all the ND Mobilization ought to find new, more persuasive, ways to arouse the sensitivities of the students, rather than assembling flaming speakers, marching on zoos, burning symbolic lambs, and the usual tactics. Perhaps, this is too want to examine the issue in this concern themselves with the self-glorifying experience for might suggest a discussion of methods only provide a self-righteous experience for those involved.

Why not take the war issue into the students' lives? While Carroll Hall contains several large triples, it should be pointed out that the majority of the so called "large" doubles measure a mere eight or nine by fourteen feet. The referred to kitchen facilities were removed by the students two years ago to make room for a lounge which the University promised to build, but did not. There is no parking field behind the hall, and no easy access to U.S. 31. We would like also mention the University's priority system in giving the graduate students choice of on-campus housing over undergraduate stu- dents. We ask the University to consider whether she be a prime concern, her own students or the less University-oriented grad students. We ask her to reconsider before she splits the residents of this hall and underlies three years of hard earned hall unhappy.

Respectfully,
Rory McHugh
Dave Kirch
Greg Btz
Chuck Liddy

Although The Observer article in question did erroneously re- port that Carroll Hall has a kitchen and parking facilities, our facts were taken from the Graduate Student Union ques- tionnaire. We are at fault for not verifying the statement in our questionnaire. Our apologi- es.

Emotions & SUAC

Editor:

I feel compelled to respond to the criticism levied by Messrs. Carroll, Kelly, McGinnis, Mackie, Mooney (February 24, 1970) against the Student University Demo- cratic Commission, and myself. Evidently, these gentlemen are uniformly of the opinion that first of all, in light of the fact that the Women's Liberation people in question had a substantial amount of time (1½ hours) in an afternoon meeting, to voice their opinions. Please, do not misinterpret the preceding statement as a manifestation of my belief that we as a nation should take an active part in what I am speaking of terms of the relative im- portance of some of the issues on which Dr. Spock spoke, and the amount of time devoted to those issues in the meeting.

Secondly, I am not in a position to defend or criticize Dr. Spock's position, however, I am able, and it is my duty, to defend mine. My responsibility as moderator for the lecture, as for any moderator in any event, was to provide the best possible program for the audience in attendance, while simultaneously providing for the welfare of the speaker and the audience in attendance, considering that there were over 2,000 present, I could not, for any circumstances, allow the women to dominate the microphone. Several times I re- quested that gentlewomen I might add the women involved, lacked politeness (throughout the day), that the women relinquished the microphone that others might utilize it. Never did I say the "protest was none of my concern", as these gentlemen con- tend, indeed, I am concerned with it. Additionally, to com- pare any remark which I may have made to those of the Democratic Chairman in Chica- go, 1968, is totally unjustified. Moreover, I even agree with many of the contentions of the women in opposition to the move- ment, but again, in all justification to my responsibilities to the program conducted, it was necessary that I "concern myself with the audience, 2,000 not 4, who happened to be standing at the microphone for an extended period of time. It might be well to note that these gentle- women began their letter with the admission "we cannot judge..." how then do they justify judging me prior to knowing the facts surrounding the incident, or for that matter objectively viewing my position in it? I, as these gentlemen, have been identi- fied with the Left on many occasions, it is easy to speculate as to why the thinking of the program is placed on the Left.

Patrick J. McDonough
Student Union Academic Commissioner

PS. As a general notice to all concerned: "SUAC" is a misno- nower— the correct reference is "SUAD". A movement to liberate... the dom- a question of abbreviations would be most fitting.

One More Time

Editor:

I am a financial manager for Stu- dents for Biafran Relief, I would like to personally thank you the thoughtful and con- cerned people—students and non-students— that have seen fit to either give their time or money or both to help stop the needless starvation of thousands of innocent children in Nigeria.

But, despite the generous sup- port of these few people, the starvation continues at sick- ening rate. And compounding the problem is the lack of news coverage the problem in getting better of the ending of the war. I would like to say that the Christian community has done all it can.

Therefore, I personally—not necessarily as a member of Stu- dents for Biafran Relief, I am concerned about this community in doing that little extra that can collectively add up to so much.

Try to give that nickel, dime, quarter that you find in your pocket or that extra hour you can spend without wasting in the day.

Thank you.
Lawrence A. Johnston
418 Walsh Hall

Mike Kelly

No, No, Flakey Foon!

A bit has been said in recent weeks concerning the value of the McKenna-Dedrick administration. It is to be expected with the Student Body President election coming soon with at least one of the candidates running as the LaFortune heir apparent on the basis of the "accomplishments of the McKenna administration."

Defenders of the reign of Phil and Fred are at a loss to find any concrete improvements in student life coming out of the activities of the student government, so they have taken to vague praise of their "Christian community" or "Christian atmosphere," which, I, one, remain unimpressed.

First, I concede that the purpose of student government is to foster a sense of euphoric brotherhood and joy here at Notre Dame rather than involve a campus wide issues such as improving the living condition of the off-campus population. I also am hopeful that allowing brotherhood and joy to come of its own will be easier to do than the individuals here (which, for argument's sake, I shall concede for the present time), I am afraid that Phil and Fred have failed even at this.

The fact that Phil McKenna marched in a Moratorium procession, the fact that Fred Dedrick had an injunction slapped on him (that he may or may not have deserved); that fact that someone screwed the Resistance Omega on the doors of the Huddle, does not bring us any closer to a Christian Community.

As R. Crumb would say, "No, No, No, Flakey Foon!

A community means togetherness. This past year has served to push Notre Dame further apart, not to bring it together. Student government has served to give The Observer press copy and to use the student activities fee, but outside of Denny Clark and Tito Trevino's student government (not autonomous body), it has had no effect on the student as an individual. After the turbulent year under Rich Koskie and Chuck Nau the Notre Dame campus had a feeling interwoven tension. Whatever thought of the colorful personalities in LaFortune, one was affected by them and forced to respect them (this respect ran from grudging admiration to breathless idolatry, but was nearly universal) as a result of a series of impressive concrete accomplishments. Phil and Fred have achieved neither the identification nor the results of their predecessors. In fact, Chris Murphy, Jim Fab, Minor Lewis and John Carein all did better jobs than Phil McKenna (I don't know about before him). Under McKenna and Dedrick the campus drifted into a growing indifference as The Scholastic and Student Government smiled benignity at each other and almost every real leader in Student Government. Student Union and class government resigned in a sense of futility. The campus turned elsewhere for interest and leadership.

Of all the failures of the present administration two stand out.

First, the McKenna administration was so eager to be relevant to the great issues of the day that it became totally irrelevant to student life at Notre Dame.

Secondly, the McKenna administration was simply boring.

Mike Kelly
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We chased the bat. We chased it up and down the stairs, around corners, down the hallways. We chased it in the phone booths, once even to a John. We climbed the walls, dropped to the floor, and scurried around the room. We chased it up and down the hallways, around the corners, and into the phone booths. We climbed the walls, dropped to the floor, and scurried around the room.

We killed the bat.

Tom Ehrbar
This is the third in a three-part series on Mrs. Grace Olivarez who this spring will become the first woman ever to receive a Juris Doctor degree from the Notre Dame school of Law.

She next Hesburgh again one day in 1966 in O’Hare airport. He sensed her frustration and they spoke a moment before their planes departed. Soon afterwards she received a letter from him in which he explained that her frustration stemmed from her lack of education. People would only listen to her so far, he said, only to a certain degree. After that they would question her background and intelligence. He suggested she go to law school, not only because it would open many more doors for her, but primarily because one of the major problems of the Mexican-American community was the shortage of lawyers who were willing to get into the civil rights movement. He invited her to come to Notre Dame to study law, waiving the normal entrance requirements. Later she received a letter from Dean O’Meara who said that although he doubted if she would make it through law school, he was willing to give it a try.

“I may not always agree with some of Father Hesburgh’s ideas,” Mrs. Olivarez said, “but I would defend him with cape and dagger.” It was a brave move for him, she said, to invite her to the Notre Dame Law School. Kenneth Gelpke, she said, asked why she was going to Notre Dame to study law, “You’ve not built like a fullback,” he said, but never invited her to Harvard.

But then Mrs. Olivarez was reluctant to accept Hesburgh’s offer. From January to June 1967 she continued to think about the offer as she commuted between Phoenix and Los Angeles serving as a special consultant to O.E.D., the Labor Department, and the I.U.E. Department. Why did she need an education, she asked herself, in a country where it was said you could get anywhere with just hard work. She soon realized that although she herself had succeeded so far without even a high school diploma, there were limits to the extent to which she could help the poor.


come To South Bend

On July 10, 1967 Mrs. Olivarez came to South Bend. She and her son Victor moved into the University Village. In September she enrolled in the Notre Dame Law School.

She disliked law school very much at first. It was very difficult for her and she had never developed serious study habits. Contracts and Corporations held her interest very little. But now she enjoys law school very much. It is very easy for her to see the relevance courses in constitutional law and civil rights have for the poor in the Southwest.

Extracurricular Activities

Mrs. Olivarez, besides going to law school, is very active in "extracurricular activities". Locally, she is on the staff of Action, the South Bend anti-poverty program, and she is active with the Model Cities Program and the Indiana Program for Migrant Workers. Her national activities include membership on the Democratic Party’s Policy Council, the National Committee of American Civil Liberties Union, the Skilled Achievement Institute Board, and the National Committee of Household Employers.

Mrs. Olivarez was one of the main forces behind the change made last year in university facilities for women. As a result of her efforts today women graduate students receive health services and enjoy recreational privileges at the Convocation Center and the Rock. Counsel for the Poor

After Law School Mrs. Olivarez is unsure of her plans. She has received three offers from Washington, from the Department of Labor, the Civil Rights Commission, and the Urban Coalition. However she has never forgotten the poor of Arizona and eventually plans to return there to continue her work. Like many law students her main concern after law school is the Bar examination.

Wherever Mrs. Olivarez goes after leaving Notre Dame one can be sure her work will continue to be with the poor. She wants to bring the law to the people. “The Constitution is great,” she says enthusiastically, “it’s just so often poorly interpreted.” A picture of the late Senator Robert F. Kennedy with a child in Appalachia well reflects Mrs. Olivarez’s own intention. Soon Mrs. Olivarez will begin her new career as counsel for the poor.

by Don Ruane

A phone survey designed to determine why students move off campus will run from Saturday until Thursday of next week, according to Off-Campus Commissioner Bernie Ryan. Assisted by Carol Concic of MC, Ryan and fifteen to twenty other Notre Dame and SMC students will conduct the survey from their rooms during their free time.

The survey consists of thirty-nine questions and is directed at all undergraduates living off campus. Ryan plans to put a survey through the Hall Presidents Council to get the opinions of the undergraduates residing on campus.

According to Ryan, the "primary objective of the questionnaire is to find out why people move off campus and particularly to try and get some idea of how much influence dorm life is to living on campus." Ryan contends that the prime reason students move is a dissatisfaction with dorm life. The survey will also try to find the reasons for the dissatisfaction. "We want to find out what can be done to improve the residential community; to get some idea of where student government is lacking in communication and where the university is lacking and to try to get a better perspective of the problem," said Ryan.

The survey is tri-sectional and covers the reasons for the move off campus, the responsibilities of student government and the university to the off campus student and the advantages, quality and expenses of living off campus. Other questions cover such things as restrictions set by landlords, consideration of returning to campus housing and recommendations for or against freshman living off campus.

Bernie Ryan
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3 decry Carroll conversion

The Carroll Hall students yesterday voiced opposition to the proposal to change that dormitory into a graduate student residence.

Gret Betz, Bill Lind and Rory McHugh contended that the proposal would solve nothing and that it would also create disorder for the relocated students.

Commenting on the facilities that Carroll had been cited as having Betz said, "The grads have been told that there are parking facilities. Well, there are, but for only 10-15 cars.

"McHugh said, "There is a barrier which would prevent a south bound traffic and would object to an intersection there without the protection of a traffic light. There is also a barrier which would prevent a southbound turn by anyone leaving the property.

"King however plans to join with a committee to negotiate these points with the county authorities.

With regard to the actual accommodations of Carroll Hall as a dormitory for graduates, the actual number of rooms was found to be forty doubles and ten singles. Thus only ninety will be able to be accommodated.

According to King, the administration representatives also pointed out that the kitchen facilities will not be converted into a kitchen for the grads. Thus they will be without the kitchen facilities for which they had planned.

Today is the final day for graduate students to indicate their interest in on-campus housing for the coming year. The committee studying this stresses that they hope to open the hall to all graduate students including law students although these latter do not technically come under the Graduate School.

"The university's commitment of a graduate dorm is contingent on the G.S.U. being able to produce at least ninety people who would like to live in these accommodations.

"Betz was quick to say that since 'triples won't be popular with grad students the university will have empty beds and they will lose money anyway.'

McHugh summed up saying, "Besides the reasons that we've pointed out to show that this wouldn't be a good graduate hall, we question the university's priorities in giving grad choice over undergrads who are more active on the campus. There is a solidarity and autonomy here in Carroll Hall which exemplifies the concepts of hall autonomy that the university preaches. It's like a family here. We're far away from things and most of us are here to study so we like the quiet."

Greg Betz concluded, "The only vandalism we have here is the grafitti on the bathroom walls. We can go on campus when we want or we can come back for quiet. We have our own gym, football, and baseball fields. The South quad interhall teams practice here. This would be impossible if this proposal comes about. In short, we feel that moving grad students in here won't benefit grads as many of the supposed advantages are non-existent and that this relocation will seriously harm the people now in Carroll Hall."

---

King statement change

As a result of a meeting Wednesday night, James King, president of the Graduate Student Union, announced certain changes and clarifications of the information on graduate housing which had previously been released.

In this meeting with administration representatives Fathers William Belzian, Charles McCarragher, James Riehle, and Jerome Wilson and Carroll Hall representatives Rev. William Hund, King learned that the proposal to open a parking lot at Carroll opening to U.S. 31 would be opposed by the County Commissioners.

This board controls matters of traffic and entrances to the highway and would object to an intersection there without the protection of a traffic light. There is also a barrier which would prevent a southbound turn by anyone leaving the property.

King however plans to join with a committee to negotiate these points with the county authorities.

---

Carroll Hall students yesterday voiced opposition to the proposal to change that dormitory into a graduate student residence.

Gret Betz, Bill Lind and Rory McHugh contended that the proposal would solve nothing and that it would also create disorder for the relocated students.

Commenting on the facilities that Carroll had been cited as having Betz said, "The grads have been told that there are parking facilities. Well, there are, but for only 10-15 cars.

"McHugh said, "There is a barrier which would prevent a south bound traffic and would object to an intersection there without the protection of a traffic light. There is also a barrier which would prevent a southbound turn by anyone leaving the property.

"King however plans to join with a committee to negotiate these points with the county authorities.

With regard to the actual accommodations of Carroll Hall as a dormitory for graduates, the actual number of rooms was found to be forty doubles and ten singles. Thus only ninety will be able to be accommodated.

According to King, the administration representatives also pointed out that the former kitchen facilities will not be converted into a kitchen for the grads. Thus they will be without the kitchen facilities for which they had planned.

Today is the final day for graduate students to indicate their interest in on-campus housing for the coming year. The committee studying this stresses that they hope to open the hall to all graduate students including law students although these latter do not technically come under the Graduate School.

"The university's commitment of a graduate dorm is contingent on the G.S.U. being able to produce at least ninety people who would like to live in these accommodations.

"Betz was quick to say that since 'triples won't be popular with grad students the university will have empty beds and they will lose money anyway.'

McHugh summed up saying, "Besides the reasons that we've pointed out to show that this wouldn't be a good graduate hall, we question the university's priorities in giving grad choice over undergrads who are more active on the campus. There is a solidarity and autonomy here in Carroll Hall which exemplifies the concepts of hall autonomy that the university preaches. It's like a family here. We're far away from things and most of us are here to study so we like the quiet."

Greg Betz concluded, "The only vandalism we have here is the grafitti on the bathroom walls. We can go on campus when we want or we can come back for quiet. We have our own gym, football, and baseball fields. The South quad interhall teams practice here. This would be impossible if this proposal comes about. In short, we feel that moving grad students in here won't benefit grads as many of the supposed advantages are non-existent and that this relocation will seriously harm the people now in Carroll Hall."

---

Observer-SG Poll to try again

Due to printing difficulties, the Observer-Student Government poll was not ready for distribution yesterday. The poll has been printed however and will be in the halls and at the campus office during the lunch and dinner hours.

The poll is extremely extensive and touches upon most of the major issues that concern students. The results of the poll will be tabulated as soon as possible, and will be announced in the Observer.

APPLICANTS ARE NOW BEING TAKEN FOR THE POSITION OF EDITOR OF THE OBSERVER

THE POSITION IS OPEN TO ANY STUDENT OF NOTRE DAME OR ST. MARY'S

APPLICATION MAY BE MADE BY SUBMITTING A STATEMENT OF INTENT TO

THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
C/o Gaetano M. De Sario, Editor-in-Chief
THE OBSERVER
BOX 11
NOTRE DAME, INDIANA 46556

The statement should contain a resume of qualifications as well as a statement of the applicant's concepts of the role and direction of THE OBSERVER. Applications must be filed by March 4. The applicant will be required to meet with the Board for a personal interview.

Announcement of appointment and acceptance will be made on Friday, March 13. THE OBSERVER'S last publication date under the present editor will be Wednesday, March 27. Publication of THE OBSERVER will resume under the new editor on April 7.

---

TONIGHT!

8:30 P.M. at Washington Hall

THE AMERICAN SCENE OF EDWARD ALBEE

Students $1.50

Tickets sold at the door also Saturday

St. Mary's SSO Presents:
Cary Grant & Audrey Hepburn in "CHARADE"

Tonight 7:00 & 9:00 p.m.
CARROLL HALL $7.50

GREAT STATES THEATRE

NOW PLAYING

DUSTIN HOFFMAN MIA FARROW

JOHN AND MARY

NOW SEATING

SUNDAY Mar 9 1970

COLOR BY DELUXE

NOMINATED FOR

9 ACADEMY AWARDS

INCLUDING

BEST ACTRESS
JANE FONDA

BEST SUPPORTING
ACTOR
GIG YOUNG

"BEST
PICTURE
OF THE YEAR"

THE GREATEST HUNTING AND FISHING SCENES EVER FILMED

The Greatest Hunting and Fishing Spectacular ever filmed!

HOW TO REACH US:
Take Eddy Street to Mishawaka Ave.
Cloverleaf. Take Cloverleaf and continue east on Mish Ave to 300th.
A two-bit pitcher

The thing about Dennis Dale McLaren, the former star of the Detroit Tigers, is that he was a two-bit pitcher. Well, he might even be called a six-bit pitcher, but that, of course, depended on the opposition.

This put McLaren up in some pretty good company. Not exactly Sandy Koufax or Al Worthington. McLaren was a one-hitter pitcher. There never has been a dollar pitch. And, before you get the idea that the California Angels were missing him, you should remember that $1,000,000 to $1,250,000,000 a year could send baseball's pulse soaring. The suggestion that he was an even-money organ player. chances are, they have closed the books on the guy in question years away. The last ballplayers to go in partners with a bookmaker were Denny McLain was in partners with one could cause it to faint dead. A bookmaker could send baseball's pulse soaring. The suggestion that he was an even-money organ player. chances are, they have closed the books on the guy in question years away. The last ballplayers to go in partners with a bookmaker were Denny McLain was in partners with one could cause it to faint dead. A bookmaker could send baseball's pulse soaring. The suggestion that he was an even-money organ player. chances are, they have closed the books on the guy in question years away. The last ballplayers to go in partners with a bookmaker were Denny McLain was in partners with one could cause it to faint dead. A bookmaker could send baseball's pulse soaring. The suggestion that he was an even-money organ player. chances are, they have closed the books on the guy in question years away. The last ballplayers to go in partners with a bookmaker were Denny McLain was in partners with one could cause it to faint dead. A bookmaker could send baseball's pulse soaring. The suggestion that he was an even-money organ player. chances are, they have closed the books on the guy in question years away. The last ballplayers to go in partners with a bookmaker were Denny McLain was in partners with one could cause it to faint dead. A bookmaker could send baseball's pulse soaring. The suggestion that he was an even-money organ player. chances are, they have closed the books on the guy in question years away. The last ballplayers to go in partners with a bookmaker were Denny McLain was in partners with one could cause it to faint dead. A bookmaker could send baseball's pulse soaring. The suggestion that he was an even-money organ player. chances are, they have closed the books on the guy in question years away. The last ballplayers to go in partners with a bookmaker were Denny McLain was in partners with one could cause it to faint dead. A bookmaker could send baseball's pulse soaring. The suggestion that he was an even-money organ player. chances are, they have closed the books on the guy in question years away. The last ballplayers to go in partners with a bookmaker were Denny McLain was in partners with one could cause it to faint dead. A bookmaker could send baseball's pulse soaring. The suggestion that he was an even-money organ player. chances are, they have closed the books on the guy in question years away. The last ballplayers to go in partners with a bookmaker were Denny McLain was in partners with one could cause it to faint dead. A bookmaker could send baseball's pulse soaring. The suggestion that he was an even-money organ player. chances are, they have closed the books on the guy in question years away. The last ballplayers to go in partners with a bookmaker were Denny McLain was in partners with one could cause it to faint dead. A bookmaker could send baseball's pulse soaring. The suggestion that he was an even-money organ player. chances are, they have closed the books on the guy in question years away. The last ballplayers to go in partners with a bookmaker were Denny McLain was in partners with one could cause it to faint dead. A bookmaker could send baseball's pulse soaring. The suggestion that he was an even-money organ player. chances are, they have closed the books on the guy in question years away. The last ballplayers to go in partners with a bookmaker were Denny McLain was in partners with one could cause it to faint dead. A bookmaker could send baseball's pulse soaring. The suggestion that he was an even-money organ player. chances are, they have closed the books on the guy in question years away. The last ballplayers to go in partners with a bookmaker were Denny McLain was in partners with one could cause it to faint dead. A bookmaker could send baseball's pulse soaring. The suggestion that he was an even-money organ player. chances are, they have closed the books on the guy in question years away. The last ballplayers to go in partners with a bookmaker were Denny McLain was in partners with one could cause it to faint dead. A bookmaker could send baseball's pulse soaring. The suggestion that he was an even-money organ player. chances are, they have closed the books on the guy in question years away. The last ballplayers to go in partners with a bookmaker were Denny McLain was in partners with one could cause it to faint dead. A bookmaker could send baseball's pulse soaring. The suggestion that he was an even-money organ player. chances are, they have closed the books on the guy in question years away. The last ballplayers to go in partners with a bookmaker were Denny McLain was in partners with one could cause it to faint dead. A bookmaker could send baseball's pulse soaring. The suggestion that he was an even-money organ player. chances are, they have closed the books on the guy in question years away. The last ballplayers to go in partners with a bookmaker were Denny McLain was in partners with one could cause it to faint dead. A bookmaker could send baseball's pulse soaring. The suggestion that he was an even-money organ player. chances are, they have closed the books on the guy in question years away. The last ballplayers to go in partners with a bookmaker were Denny McLain was in partners with one could cause it to faint dead. A bookmaker could send baseball's pulse soaring. The suggestion that he was an even-money organ player. chances are, they have closed the books on the guy in question years away. The last ballplayers to go in partners with a bookmaker were Denny McLain was in partners with one could cause it to faint dead. A bookmaker could send baseball's pulse soaring. The suggestion that he was an even-money organ player. chances are, they have closed the books on the guy in question years away. The last ballplayers to go in partners with a bookmaker were Denny McLain was in partners with one could cause it to faint dead. A bookmaker could send baseball's pulse soaring. The suggestion that he was an even-money organ player. chances are, they have closed the books on the guy in question years away. The last ballplayers to go in partners with a bookmaker were Denny McLain was in partners with one could cause it to faint dead. A bookmaker could send baseball's pulse soaring. The suggestion that he was an even-money organ player. chances are, they have closed the books on the guy in question years away. The last ballplayers to go in partners with a bookmaker were Denny McLain was in partners with one could cause it to faint dead. A bookmaker could send baseball's pulse soaring. The suggestion that he was an even-money organ player. chances are, they have closed the books on the guy in question years away. The last ballplayers to go in partners with a bookmaker were Denny McLain was in partners with one could cause it to faint dead. A bookmaker could send baseball's pulse soaring. The suggestion that he was an even-money organ player. chances are, they have closed the books on the guy in question years away. The last ballplayers to go in partners with a bookmaker were Denny McLain was in partners with one could cause it to faint dead. A bookmaker could send baseball's pulse soaring. The suggestion that he was an even-money organ player. chances are, they have closed the books on the guy in question years away. The last ballplayers to go in partners with a bookmaker were Denny McLain was in partners with one could cause it to faint dead. A bookmaker could send baseball's pulse soaring. The suggestion that he was an even-money organ player. chances are, they have closed the books on the guy in question years away. The last ballplayers to go in partners with a bookmaker were Denny McLain was in partners with one could cause it to faint dead. A bookmaker could send baseball's pulse soaring. The suggestion that he was an even-money organ player. chances are, they have closed the books on the guy in question years away. The last ballplayers to go in partners with a bookmaker were Denny McLain was in partners with one could cause it to faint dead. A bookmaker could send baseball's pulse soaring. The suggestion that he was an even-money organ player. chances are, they have closed the books on the guy in question years away. The last ballplayers to go in partners with a bookmaker were.